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Raising the challenges of FTTH roll-outs
All over the world, high speed broadband fibre optic networks allow the development 
of new digital uses and the development of territories in terms of education, health, 
public services, personal services, traffic and city management, safety,... The digital 
revolution is now a reality. The performance, reliability and durability of these fibre 
optic communication networks are therefore major challenges.

Telenco networks actively contributes to the construction of ultrafast broadband 
networks and in particular to the connection of subscriber’s premises by providing 
reliable material for FTTH networks. 

Applying ecodesign principles and using Computer Aided Design, Telenco networks 
designs and manufactures a range of quality connectivity products, reliable and easy 
to implement. 
Telenco networks’ products take into account all the technical and economic aspects 
of a roll-out project. They are engineered as genuine solutions for all type of network 
configurations, no matter the given architecture. Telenco networks’ connectivity 
products are designed to optimise installation times and first and foremost, to 
anticipate issues such as area population density, type of dwelling to be connected 
(SDU, MDU).

Let’s build tomorrow’s networks, today !
Jean-Claude Da Rocha

Technical documentation is at your disposal on 
 www.telenco-networks.com

Telenco networks offers end-to-end solutions. 
Designed with scientific accuracy, Telenco 
networks’ equipment is materialised by our 
production officers. Fibre optic components 
are handled with precision and cautious by our 
qualified manufacturing technicians. Telenco 
networks is equipped with a grey room in which 
top-notch technology is at the disposal of our fibre 
optic assembly technicians. This enables us to 
provide a performance certificate for every Eline® 
distribution box or optical telecommunications 
outlet that we deliver.

In FTTH network access architectures, when focusing on existing buildings, each connection might be seen as unique. 
Parameters such as topographic conditions, cable pathways or the premises layout are variables to take into consideration for 
each and every case. With regard to new buildings or buildings under construction, the access to FTTH networks is possible 
by installing empty ducts or conduits in which cables are pulled or blown up to the connection points. 

When looking at the existing buildings, which today represent the majority of deployment cases, we can then consider four 
main ways to physically connect the end-user premises to the fast broadband network: 

• High density area, Multiple Dwelling Units 

• Low density area, Multiple Dwelling Units 

• Overhead lines, Single Dwelling Unit 

• Underground installation, Single Dwelling Unit 
800 000  
PTO manufactured in 2019

10 
connectorising lines 

EXPERT OF PASSIVE NETWORK EQUIPMENT

Designing bespoke solutions
Telenco networks’ R&D division benefits of over 
20 years of experience in the telecommunications 
industry. Our engineers inspire from the field 
technicians’ challenges to develop innovative 
connectivity solutions for FTTH infrastructures. To meet 
all network configurations, our products are available 
in comprehensive ranges. Ergonomics, efficiency and 
scalability are the key criteria for Telenco networks’ 
products, providing for optimal performances and 
meeting the most demanding requirements.

European manufacture
To offer reliable and durable fibre optic and copper 
connectivity solutions, Telenco networks relies on its 
own production units based in France and in Portugal. 
Our teams master the manufacturing process. From 
procurement to production and quality control, 
Telenco networks  endeavours to ensure the shortest 
possible manufacturing and delivery times, whether 
for small manufacturing volumes or mass production. 

Telenco networks is a major player in the telecommunications industry. 
Since 1999, the company provides telecom solutions for fibre optic and 
copper network roll-outs to Telcos and theirs subcontractors. From design to 
manufacture and shipping, Telenco networks ensures the shortest possible 
delays to its customers from all across the world. 

Proven logistics
As an Approved Exporter (AE), the import-export 
processes have no secrets for Telenco networks’ 
logistics teams. Our ability to master incoterms 
allows us to support customers and suppliers as well 
as to guarantee industry-leading delivery times. In 
2020, our logistics flow is of 20 000 tons, exported 
and imported to and from over 50 countries. 

A controlled industrial process 
Constantly seeking quality, Telenco networks 
endeavours to offer its customers products that meet 
their expectations, tested and validated by experts. 
The ISO 9001 certification guaranteees the efficiency 
of the organisation. 
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Box

Eline® PMI Building Entry Point  1

Used for connecting the 
distribution cable to the riser, 
the Eline® PMI Building Entry 
Point has been designed 
for direct wall mount at the 
building’s entrance. Equipped 
with numerous cable entries 
and splice trays, stackable BEPs enable the connection 
between ISP and commercial operators. 

• Up to 72 splices
• Connection of up to 12 customers 
• Available in splicing or preconnectorised versions
• Cable overlength management (preconnectorised versions)

Eline® riser cable   2

The Eline® riser cable presents 
a large internal diameter and 
a non-stranded micro-bundle 
construction. By slitting its 
outer sheath at two different 
points, one can cut an optical 
tube at the first point and 
extract it at the second one. 

• Full range of fibres count up to 144
• Modularity from 2 to 12 fibres per 

micro-bundle
• CPR compliant (Construction 

Products Regulation)
• Longitudinal marking indicating 

the FRP (Fibre Reinforced Plastic) 
position 

1

2

3 4
5

6 7 8

This first scenario shows a building having different levels and several flats per floor. The telecom fibre network 
access is available at the basement level. A splitter is located in the Building Entry Box 1 . An Eline® riser cable 2  
brings the fibre to each level. The Eline® Floor Terminal Box 3  enables the extraction of the end-user fibre and its 
connection with the subscriber optical drop cable. 4

The Droptic® subscriber cable runs up to an Eline® DTIO 5  (an OTO with the shape of a circuit breaker) which is located 
inside the communication gateway. In this case, a Droptic® pre-terminated LM1L drop cable 6  extends the network 
throughout the flat, commonly up to the living room, where the Eline® PTO 90 series 7  is mounted. A Droptic®  
patch cord 8  links the optical outlet to the ONT. 

An alternative architecture consists into connecting the Eline® PTO, mounted in the living room, directly to the Eline® 
Floor Terminal Box by using a Droptic® LM1 or a LM2 drop cable.

HIGH DENSITY AREA, MULTIPLE DWELLING UNITS 

Eline® PTO 90 series  7

The Eline® optical 
telecommunications outlet 
enables the management of 
bare or sheathed fibres on 
two separate sections. This 
offers an increased mechanical 
protection to splices and eases 
handlings. 

Available in four different versions: bare, equipped,  
pre-cabled or pre-terminated, the ELINE® PTO suits to all 
type of configurations, in dwellings or offices.

• Bend radius control 
• Various cable entries 
• Increased mechanical protection 
• Integrated protective flaps

Droptic® armoured patch cord   8

This optical patch cord links 
the OTO to the customer’s 
equipment. With its inner 
corrugated armoured 
construction, the Droptic® patch 
cord provides for an excellent 
mechanical strength. Built with 
a LSZH outer sheath and G.657.A2 fibre, the Droptic® 
armoured patch cord has a diameter of 2.8mm. This cable 
is pre-terminated with SC/APC connectors and Zirconia 
ferrules. 

• Highly reliable products
• Excellent Crush and Tensile strength performances 
• Optical performances controlled by our experts

Eline® DTIO   5

This optical telecommunications 
outlet is an intermediate 
distribution point, usually 
located inside a residential 
communication gateway. The 
Eline® DTIO has the shape of 
a circuit breaker and mounts in 
one click on a DIN rail. This box enables an intermediate 
test control of the end-user communication line. 

• Available in splicing or preconnectorised versions 
• Safe, discreet and intuitive use 
• Up to 4 optical connections enabling multi-service 

applications

Droptic® LM1 drop cable   4

Droptic® LM1 is a drop cable 
engineered for indoor FTTH 
roll-outs. This  fibre optic 
drop cable can be installed 
either by pulling or gluing 
techniques. Thanks to its 
small diameter, this cable suits 
for installation in congested 
or already occupied conduits. 

• Small diameter 
• Good Crush and Tensile strength 

thanks to its 2 FRP rod sheath 
construction 

• LSZH-FR outer sheath, CPR compliant  

Droptic® LM1L indoor drop   6

This almost invisible drop 
cable is used for bringing 
optical signal up to the OTO. 
Droptic® LM1L fibre optic 
cable has been especially 
engineered for enabling 
connections inside premises. 
Thanks to its flexibility, this 
optical drop can be installed by 
using pulling or gluing techniques, 
alongside baseboards, door or 
window frames. 

• Reduced diameter for time-
effective and discreet indoor 
installations in SDUs and MDUs 

• Good bending performances 
• Compatible with Field Mountable 

Connectors Ø 3mm 

Eline® PBI Floor Terminal Box   3

The Eline® PBI Floor Terminal Box enables the 
connection between the riser and the optical 
subscriber cable. PBI can be installed in a riser 
technical duct or placed nearby a vertical cable rail. 
It presents a scalable fibre management system, as 
well as an integrated and optimised tube coiling tray 
for low bend radius fibre (G.657). 

• Available in splicing or preconnectorised versions 
• Connection of up to 12 customers
• Up to 32 splices 
• Enables the pass-through or the termination of the riser 

cable 
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Eline® PTO 90 series  3

This optical telecommunications 
outlet enables the management 
of bare or sheathed fibres on 
two separate sections. This 
feature offers an increased 
mechanical protection to splices 
while also simplifying handlings. 

Available in four different versions: bare, equipped,  
pre-cabled or pre-terminated, the ELINE® PTO suits to all 
type of network configurations. 

• Bend radius control 
• Various cable entries 
• Increased mechanical protection 
• Integrated protective flaps 

Eline® PBO T1/T2   1

The Eline® PBO is an outdoor/indoor optical access 
box designed for enabling the management of the 
distribution cable (fibre extraction, pass-through and 
termination). The Eline® PBO allows the connection of 
6 end-users, as well as the installation of 2 secondary 
distribution cables that will further route to reach 
other subscribers. This optical distribution solution 
is designed with two separate compartments to 
enhance reliable installation, intervention and 
maintenance operations. 

• Compact and rugged body construction 
• Discreet and sleek design 
• Fast and intuitive installation 
• Installs on all type of pole/facade

Droptic® LM2 cable  2

This outdoor/indoor drop 
cable presents 2 FRP rods in 
its outer sheath and offers high 
mechanical performances. UV 
resistant, Droptic® LM2 drop 
can be used for overhead 
layouts or for facade routes. 
Thanks to its longitudinal 
sealing construction, the LM2 
drop can also be pulled into 
ducts, on short distances. 

• One drop for outdoor, indoor, duct and facade  
FTTH roll-outs 

• Compatible with all type of installation techniques: 
pulling, gluing, stapling

• Available in white or black colour

In this case, we focus on typical downtown contiguous small buildings, built on one side and another of the street. 
An Optical Terminal Point 1  mounted on pole (PBO T2) at the top of the street, enables the connection of the first 
6 dwellings and the pass-through of a secondary network route. Remaining dwellings are reached thanks to one or 
several Optical Terminal Points 1  (PBO T1) mounted on a facade. 

Out of PBO T1 or T2, Droptic® LM2 drop cable 2  runs alongside front walls or crosses the street in aerial configuration 
(short span) to reach the Eline® PTO 90 series 3  without interruption. 

LOW DENSITY AREA, MULTIPLE DWELLING UNITS 

1

1
2

3
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Droptic® Bend insensitive fibre 

TECHNICAL FOCUS

International Telecommunications Union organisation has established several categories of bend insensitive fibres, 
characterised by macrobending losses. Telenco networks takes into account the main challenges of last mile 
connections. To bring reliable solutions for buffer storage in outdoor or indoor boxes, cable running inside 
buildings or on facades, drops glued or stapled alongside baseboards, Telenco networks provides only for 
solutions compliant with ITU recommendations for G.657A2 or G.657B3 fibres.

Quality controls for Droptic® range include the inspection of three wavelengths (1310nm, 1550nm and 
1625nm) to ensure that the optical attenuation remains below standard values. This guarantees the optimal 
use of our fibre products with GPON access network technology and allows the anticipation of future 
applications with WDM PON or XGPON technologies.

(source: ITU-T G657 recommendation – 11/2016)
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With this new website, Telenco networks puts at the disposal of telecom procurement professionals a comprehensive 
offer of telecom solutions for fibre optic Next Generation Network roll-outs throughout the globe.

To fuel growth for Telcos and their subcontractors by empowering them to step up the 
pace of fibre roll-outs, Telenco networks launches a new website including features such 
as free download technical documentation, a list of materials editor and a custom optical 
cable configurator.

Expert technical support for speeding up 
NGN fibre roll-outs at one click away ! 

A global solution for developing tomorrow’s networks 
Telenco networks understands building next generation 
networks at the side of Telcos from over 50 countries by 
providing them with future-proof rugged passive network 
equipment. Through this online site, Telenco networks 
hands out technical information for empowering telecom 
partners to draft RFPs and to step up further in their  
roll-out projects. 
Through a detailed presentation of its telecom offer, 
including technical specifications controlled by its 
R&D team, Telenco networks pleads its case to reach 
to worldwide-based strategic partners for developing 
tomorrow’s networks, today.  

www.telenco-networks.com

Did you know ? 
While building an ultrafast broadband network 
takes on average 6 to 9 months, performing a 
telecom RFP process can last up to 12 months.  

Building trust partnerships through a transparent and proven offer 
Telenco networks makes available for free consultation its full catalogue of telecom solutions on its website. As part of a 
transparency and customer-oriented culture approach, the company’s online site showcases passive network equipment 
designed and manufactured in its own European production units. Each item displays one or several photos, a technical 
description and, for the large majority, a free to download datasheet. 
A custom optical cable configurator is also ready for use. Thanks to it, telecommunications and datacom network 
developpers can generate bespoke fibre optic cable assemblies in a couple of seconds.  
Telenco networks’ website also gives access to an equipment list editor feature. By creating an account in a few clicks, 
Telcos and subcontractors can make use of this option to compose equipment lists and transmit them directly to Telenco 
networks’ sales department. This simplified task streamlines the purchasing process. 

Relevant technical documentation for mastering FTTH projects 
NGN deployment projects take a lot of time before even the launch of construction sites. To supply jobsites, Telcos 
and their subcontractors need to complete a lot of procedures. As most organisations prefer using RFPs (Request for 
Proposal), a bidding process needs to be achieved before signing a contract with a supplier. Getting information from 
industry players is often a time-consuming work that postpones negociations on technical details. 
Telenco networks is already in position to start the race and 
meet the requirements of Telcos from all across the world. 
Through its new website, the company wishes to provide 
fibre optic network developpers with all the relevant 
technical documentation for their roll-out projects. 

TECHNICAL FOCUS
OTO, FDB - which version to choose ?

In the following cases, the Floor Distribution Box (FDB) is supposed to be already mounted. 
Optical Telecommunications Outlet (OTO) has to be installed and fibres, connected to deliver fast 
broadband communications services.

Material:
• OTO 
• FDB
• Drop cable

Material:
• Pre-cabled OTO with 

a drop cable defined 
length 

Material:
• Pre-cabled OTO with 

a drop cable defined 
length

All the operations are made on jobsite. Installation operations 
inside the OTO must be carried out by a technician.
Pigtail(s) and fibre optic protected by the drop cable must be 
spliced inside the OTO.
After installing the drop cable at the proper length, fibre optic 
from the drop cable must be spliced with another optical fibre 
inside the Floor Distribution Box. 
 
Zero cable waste, cables are cut at the needed length

Overall installation time

Conclusion: 
The choice of FTTH equipment is related to the network architecture and to the criteria defined by the 
network manager: installation time, optical budget, reliability, environmental impact, etc.

From the factory, connectors are mounted at the drop cables’ 
ends. One is plugged on the adapter placed inside the OTO. The 
cable overlength is coiled inside the OTO. 
On the field, OTO is wall-mounted. After cable installation and 
cable overlength management, the pre-terminated cable is 
plugged into the preconnectorised FDB.
 
Overall installation time

Quality control on connectors

No splice required inside the OTO 

Cable overlength management

From the factory, the connector is mounted on the drop cable and 
then plugged on the adapter. Both are placed inside the OTO. 
The cable’s length is coiled. 
On the field, OTO is wall-mounted. After cutting the cable at the 
proper length, the fibre optic within must be spliced to another 
fibre optic inside the Floor Distribution Box. 
 
No splice required inside the OTO, optical budget optimisation 

Quality control on connectors

Zero cable overlength management

Overall installation time

Cable waste

Bare OTO, bare FDB 

Pre-connectorised FDB and OTO 

Pre-cabled OTO, Fusion splice in FDB

• Pigtail
• Adapter

• Adapter
• FDB

• Adapter
• FDB 

Priority settings Solution
Installation time Preconnectorised OTO

Optical budget Fusion splicing compatible products

Quality and controlled connectors Full pre-terminated solutions
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Box

Pole line hardware for aerial FTTH roll-outs 
For all overhead deployments, Telenco networks provides a large range of telecom equipment meeting 
most of the requirements set by national Telcos such as Orange, BT/ Openreach, Deutsche Telekom and 
international standards. 
To bring fibre to premises via a drop cable in overhead configuration, we recommend: 

1

2

3 4

5 6/
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• AC560 drop clamp for Ø 5mm 
double sheathed drop

• 5/35 FTTH R or @clamp for round 
drop cable without FRP, Ø 3 - 6mm

• Hypoclamp for flat, FRP reinforced 
drop cable

Eline® PTO Access  3

This optical telecommunications 
outlet is a versatile solution as it 
can be also used as a fibre optic 
transition box. Enabling the 
connection between an outdoor 
optical cable with an indoor drop, 
the Eline® PTO Access box is used for splicing applications, 
to plug in already pre-terminated optical cables or drops 
terminated with field mountable connectors.   

• Bend radius control 
• Increased mechanical protection 
• Various cable entries 

This case shows the connection of an individual dwelling via an overhead deployment. 
From an Optical Terminal Point 1  (PBO G) located on a pole and including a splitter, premises can be reached by 
using the Droptic® LX030PU 2  via a transition box (PTO Access 3 ). This transition box protects the splice between 
the LX030PU and the indoor Droptic® LM1L subscriber cable 4  and manages its potential overlength. The end of the 
Droptic® LM1L is connected to an Eline® PTO One 5 . Depending on the transition point’s location, the PTO Access can 
be used as an Optical Telecommunications Outlet.  

A more qualitative alternative consists into installing an aerial double sheathed drop cable, Droptic® LM4.
At the transition point, the LM4 outer sheath is stripped off and its inner cable (Droptic® LM1L) is ran further, inside 
the premises, up to an Eline® PTO 80 series. 6

OVERHEAD LINES, SINGLE DWELLING UNIT  

Droptic® LX030PU drop cable  2

The Droptic® LX030PU is 
an optical drop especially 
engineered for overhead line 
and facade FTTH roll-outs 
with spans up to 70 meters. 
UV resistant, this outdoor 
drop cable is built with a tight 
construction and a polyurethane sheath. Droptic® LX030PU 
presents a reduced diameter of 3mm and very good 
performances in terms of flexibility, crush and abrasion. 

• High aerial performances with reduced diameter 
• Compatible with Field Mountable Connectors Ø 3mm

Eline® PTO 80 series   6

This optical telecommunications 
outlet enables fibre optic bend 
radius control. Designed with 
two separate compartments for 
a safe management of bare or 
sheathed fibres, the Eline® PTO 
80 series offers an increased mechanical protection. Suits 
for installation in FTTH and FTTO configurations. 

• Available in 4 versions: bare, equipped with adapters 
and pigtails, pre-wired, pre-terminated

• Compact, sleek design for intuitive use 
• Enhanced ergonomics: various cable entries 

PBO G  1

This outdoor optical splice 
protection enclosure enables 
the fibre extraction, pass-
through or the termination 
of a distribution cable with 
maximum Ø 9mm. The PBO G 
mounts on all type of poles or 
facades and is compatible with installation in manholes  
(IP 67). Equipped with a splitter 1x8 SC/APC and 8 
adaptors SC/APC, PBO G enables the direct connection 
of pre-terminated optical drops with maximum Ø 4mm. 

• Enables the connection of up to 8 customers 
• Up to 18 splices 
• Safe, discreet and intuitive use

Eline® PTO One  5

This optical telecommunications outlet meets all the 
requirements of FTTH and FTTO networks. Thanks 
to its compact and discreet design, this OTO blends 
in well with all installation environments. The Eline® 

PTO One enables the management of bare and 
sheathed fibres on two different levels.

• Compact, sleek and discreet design 
• Bend radius control 
• Increased mechanical protection 
• Easy to install, time-effective re-interventions on site 

Droptic® LM1L drop cable  4

Thanks to its optimised 
diameter (Ø 2.8mm) and its 
flexible construction, Droptic® 
LM1L  fibre optic cable is an 
excellent solution for indoor 
applications. This drop can be 
installed alongside baseboards, 
window or door frames by using pulling or gluing 
techniques. Almost invisible, the LM1L drop brings optical 
signal all the way to the room where the OTO is mounted. 

• Enables time-effective and discreet indoor installations 
• Good bending performances 
• Toolless access to the fibre
• Compatible with Field Mountable Connectors Ø 3mm 
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Eline® DTIO  3

This network access box is a versatile solution as it 
can be used upon convenience both as an optical 
telecommunications outlet and as an intermediate 
distribution point. Usually located inside a 
residential communication gateway, the Eline® 
DTIO has the shape of a circuit breaker and mounts 
in one click on a DIN rail. This product solution 
enables an intermediate test control of the end-user 
communication line. 

• Available in splicing or preconnectorised versions 
• Safe, discreet and intuitive use 
• Up to 4 optical connections enabling multi-service 

applications

1 2

3

Droptic® LM4 – the drop cable solution enabling ZERO signal loss
In FTTH roll-outs, transitions between outside plant deployments and inside premises installations are nerve 
centers of the network architecture. Indeed, due to improperly performed splicing applications between 
outdoor and indoor drops, often optical budgets are overstretched. 

To avoid this and ensure the fastest speeds to end-users, Droptic® LM4 double sheathed optical drop cable is 
an effective solution. Designed as a multi-purpose drop cable, the LM4 drop enables simple, fast and reliable 
outdoor-indoor transitions. 

Offering a rugged and watertight construction, the LM4 drop suits for both aerial and duct deployments. 
In overhead FTTH configurations, LM4 can be installed for spans up to 70m. Moreover, the dimensions of 
this drop cable have been reduced for better wind behaviour performances and a compatibility with duct 
installation on several hundred of meters. 

Built with a double sheath construction, Droptic® LM4 presents two ripcords that can be used to strip off 
its HDPE outer sheath in a couple of seconds. Thanks to this operation, a Low Smoke Zero Halogen Flame 
Retardant LM1L drop cable is reached. This can be used for performing  effective indoor applications. No 
splice is thus required to make the transition between the LM4 drop and the LM1L indoor drop. This functional 
convenience makes possible a constant transmission of the optical signal from an outdoor distribution point 
up to the telecommunications outlet without weighing down the optical budget.   

• One drop for aerial, facade, duct and indoor FTTH roll-outs

• High mechanical performances 

TECHNICAL FOCUS

Ideal case in residential area, where the infrastructure is already in place. 
The OptiTap® Corning hardened preconnectorised optical terminal point (OTP) 1  is already installed in the manhole. 

An OptiTap®  pre-terminated Droptic® LM4 2  links the OTP to the OTO, located inside the residential communication 
gateway. OTO can be either an Eline® PTO 80 series mounted on a DIN rail or an Eline® DTIO (with a circuit  
breaker shape) 3 . 

UNDERGROUND INSTALLATION, SINGLE DWELLING UNIT 

OptiTap® Corning Optical Terminal Point  1

This Multipurpose enclosure 
for outside plant fibre access 
networks offers a sealed 
environmental protection while 
also providing for an easy 
and reliable way to connect 
future subscribers. This optical 
terminal point is used for 
distribution cable management applications (extraction, 
pass-through or termination) and is usually installed in 
manholes as it resists to long term immersions (IP68). 
Thanks to its preconnectorised version, this optical 
terminal point increases network speed deployement. 

• Equipped with a splitter 1x4 or 1x8 
• Time-effective connections 
• Up to 48 splices 
• Good immersion perfomances

OptiTap® pre-terminated Droptic® LM4 drop  2

Factory terminated with 
OptiTap® connectors, this 
Droptic® LM4 enables fast and 
reliable connections through a 
simple plug into an OptiTap® 
Corning MultiPort. Especially 
engineered for easy and quick 
outdoor-indoor transitions, 
Droptic® LM4 optical cable presents a double sheathed 
construction. Built with rip cords, this cable’s outer HDPE 
sheath can be removed in a couple of seconds. This 
operation gives access to an indoor Droptic® LM1L cable 
used for transmitting the optical signal all the way to the 
OTO, without optical splices.  

• High aerial performances 
• Rugged, complete longitudinal sealing construction 
• Pre-terminated with SC/APC connectors or OptiTap® 

connectors
• Available in different lengths or in pigtail version
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TELENCO, A GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PLAYER

300 

105 M€ 

16,250m2 

7,750m2 

40%
overall workforce 

turnover in 2019

warehouse 

production units 

economic growth  
in 2019 

Customer-oriented solutions 
Telenco is driven by the ambition to remain 
competitive through constantly seeking 
improvement. Understanding customer needs is 
paramount to our expert teams. To raise the field 
challenges of fibre optic roll-outs, Telenco teams 
work relentlessly on providing for the most suitable 
telecom hardware and connectivity solutions. In 
accordance with international standards, Telenco 
products are engineered as rugged and reliable 
solutions for the ultrafast broadband networks of 
tomorrow. 

Committed to a sustainable development
Telenco cares to build a sustainable tomorrow. The 
group has obtained the Gold recognition from 
EcoVadis. This certifies an Advanced level of our CSR 
performance. Through concrete actions, Telenco is 
ensuring: 
• its economic viability through encouraging a sound 

and sustainable management. For this effect, all 
Telenco employees agreed to respect their Code 
of Ethical Conduct. 

• the preservation of environment and its resources 
by reducing at most its ecological footprint. We 
anticipate our products’ life cycles and ensure a 
responsible production through selecting only the 
least energy-consumers materials. 

• the promotion of equal opportunities.  
To encourage social inclusion, Telenco supports 
ESAT structures (service centers helping 
underprivileged people to reinsert the society 
through work).

Telenco at the core of expert telecom organisations 

www.telenco-networks.com

Member of ARCEP
expert committee

INNOVATIVE BRANDS FOR HIGHLY RELIABLE FIBRE ROLL-OUTS

Telenco® 
As Telenco networks’ first brand, Telenco® encompasses the essence of the company’s 
expertise in aerial telecommunications infrastructures. The brand was born out of the need to 
provide Telcos with suitable and highly technical solutions for rebuilding telecommunications 
networks damaged by the 1999 storm in Western Europe. Since then, through this historical 
brand, Telenco networks offers comprehensive ranges of rugged and dependable pole 
line hardware or anchoring and suspension solutions. Inspired by the field challenges and 
developed by our R&D team, Telenco® solutions meet all type of network configurations. All 
Telenco® products are designed for simple and time-effective installations.  

Eline® 
The Eline® brand includes all Telenco networks’ scalable solutions for FTTH roll-outs. To meet 
the needs of ultrafast broadband infrastructures of tomorrow, our teams develop fibre optic 
access network cabling solutions. From outside plant Optical Terminal Points to subscriber’s 
Optical Telecommunications Outlets, Telenco networks provides passive equipment for 
enabling reliable connections within the local loop. Eline® network access boxes are available 
in bare or pre-terminated versions to empower dependable fibre optic deployments in old or 
recent dwellings. The Eline® range includes relevant and future-proof connectivity solutions 
for MDUs or SDUs configurations, in low or high density areas. 

Droptic® 
Telenco networks offers a comprehensive range of high-end fibre optic drop cables marketed 
under the Droptic® brand. Designed to meet the requirements and diversity of FTTH access 
network typology, Droptic® cables are engineered for indoor, outdoor or indoor/outdoor 
applications. Genuine solutions for bringing fibre to premises in dense or non-dense areas, 
Droptic® cables are built with first choice fibre and cable sheath materials. They provide both for 
technician-friendly solutions and for increased mechanical and optical performances. By offering 
alternative engineering constructions that meet all type of field configurations, Droptic® cables 
enhance the deployment velocity of ultrafast broadband networks across the world. 

Telenco networks built its reputation in Europe and abroad thanks to its own product brands. With an 
innovative R&D engineering office, the company brings bespoke solutions for the deployment of fibre optic 
infrastructures and the maintenance of copper networks since 1999. Through Telenco®, Eline® or Droptic® 
brands, Telenco networks provides a comprehensive offer of passive network equipment for enhancing 
reliable and future-proof FTTx deployments. Products designed, manufactured and marketed under these 
three labels have proven their effectiveness through time and in various installation environments. 
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